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SOCIAL COORDINATION STRATEGY

The only reason LRH™ founded the network of SOCIAL COORDINATION 
was to directly get the technologies of Education, Drug Rehabilitation

 and the rehabilitation of criminals into wide use 
in the society and arrest the decline of the society, caused 
by a few people who introduced unworkable technology.

This then also gives the only reason you are there, 
which is TO SELL LRH's TECH TO THE SOCIETY AND GET IT USED, as 
THE TECH to handle criminality, Drug Rehabilitation and Education.

In a time of great social unrest, where drug use is at its 
peak, where the crime rate is consistently increasing, where 
children and adults are frantic about faulty education, there is 
one STABLE DATUM in all this : LRH's TECHNOLOGY.

Unless a SOCO group concentrates on getting LRH's Tech out 
into the society, replacing unworkable tech, it will have a hard 
time. Getting this done by all SOCO groups is the prime interest 
of SOCO INT, te get the TECH into the society. There are various 
sales points to accomplish this : Sales to States, to Institutions, 
to individuals, to businesses etc.

Every post on an org board has a role in accomplishing this.
Anyone who backs this up and does it is totally safe on 

post and will be backed up.
Anyone found not actively supporting or doing this will 

receive no mercy.
The stats of posts and groups directly measure whether this 

is being done. And, if a group's stats are up it is direct proof 
that its execs and staff are oriented in getting LRHs tech out 
and used, and if they are down, it proves they are not.

Any idea that a SOCO group is there for any other reason
than getting LRH's tech out to society and replacing the 
unworkable tech that has been introduced, must be cast aside.

You do have the policies on how to go about this. You 
definitely have the public demand. Who wants a drugged, criminal 
or stupid society except suppressives.

In the teeth of the forces who work to destroy western
civilisation, you will get nowhere until you begin to work as
subversives of the planned subversion.

The whole fields of law enforcement, drug handling and 
education aren't going bad through stupidity.
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We can handle it, insanity, drugs. To not sell the functions 
is to deny the world the tech.

Always keep this in mind : YOU ARE THERE TO SELL LRH's 
TECH TO THE SOCIETY AND GET IT USED, AS THE TECH.

You do this through a SMOOTH JOB OF PROMOTIONAL 
ORGANIZATION - FRONT GROUPS, CORPORATIONS, FIELD WORKERS, ETC. 
SOCO OFFICES ARE THERE TO ORGANIZE IT AND GET IT DONE.

If you find that your post actions are not fully aligned 
to this, no matter what the post, and your post stats will 
tell the story, then you must change your operating basis, 
so that your post fully aligns with selling LRH's tech to 
the society and getting it used as the tech to handle crime and 
drug rehabilitation and education.

Realize, that anyone who is trying to confuse you, by 
telling you to do other things which do not align with the 
above stable datum, is factually suppressing the mission we 
are on to accomplish, and is playing into the hands of the 
subverters of the fields of education, crime and drug handling.

By actually sticking to the above stable datum, we will 
accomplish a total revolution in the fields of drugs, crime 
and education, and get LRH's tech used as THE tech to handle 
the above fields.

What you need to do is very simple : you must do the 
functions of your post as laid out in LRH policy to the end 
result of selling LRH's tech to the society and getting it 
used as THE tech, and you must demand that the other staff 
in your group or organization do the same, so that maximum 
forward progress can be achieved.

And by doing this we can't help but make LRH's Tech 
the only tech being used in the handling of drugs, crime 
and education, with all the unworkable tech out of use, 
including those that introduced it.

This will bring us forward to a civilisation without 
insanity, without criminals and without war, where the 
able can prosper and honest beings can have rights and where 
Man is free to rise to greater heights.
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